Quality Windows and Doors for All Seasons

Wojan Expands M-950 Production to Second Plant
October 13, 2011
CHARLEVOIX, MI – Wojan Window & Door Corp., manufacturer of custom, commercial aluminum
windows and sliding glass doors, is expanding production by introducing a second line of their M-950
Series to its Coldwater, MI facility. The company has experienced a dramatic upturn in orders in 2011 and
has responded by hiring additional staff and running multiple shifts. However, these actions have not
been enough to satisfy demand for its 3¼” frame M-950 Series – launched just 18 months ago – thus
Wojan has decided to take the next step and introduce a second line to its Coldwater facility.
“Production demands have exceeded our expectations this
year,” explains Wojan President Dennis Wojan. “We went from,
quite honestly, a pretty dismal first quarter to an incredible
upswing in orders and found ourselves having to push lead
times out further than we’re comfortable with.”
Wojan acknowledges that balancing production capabilities with
increased demand for their products has been a challenge. “It’s
definitely a good problem to have. We just came to the
realization that in order to maintain a high level of service that included on-time deliveries, without
compromising the quality of the product, creating a second M-950 line in Coldwater was our best option.”
Strategically located between Detroit and Chicago, Wojan’s Coldwater facility currently produces their line
of projected windows; the 4500 and 4600 Series’, plus the full line of DEFCON Blast-Resistant models.
Wojan’s Charlevoix plant will continue to manufacture the M-950 (both standard and blast models), M-85
and M-750 window lines, as well as their Sliding Glass Doors – a series launched just last year which has
also gained considerable traction in the commercial marketplace.
Founded in 1952, Wojan Window & Door Corp. manufactures custom commercial aluminum windows and
sliding glass doors for the U.S. marketplace from facilities in Charlevoix and Coldwater, Michigan. The
diverse product line is rated for a variety of commercial and architectural applications, and includes blast®

resistant and hurricane impact models. Wojan is an approved supplier for Hilton Worldwide and
®

Marriott , a member of AAMA (American Architectural Manufacturers Association), and a registered
provider with AIA/CES (American Institute of Architects Continuing Education System). Learn More
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